Since Lawyers Work in Teams, We Must Focus on Team Ethics
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I. Introduction

James Hardie, AWB, McCabe, Foreman and the Catholic Church cases have revealed how ethical misconduct occurs within and by lawyers’ teams. They have made clear that ethical decision-making and behaviour are beset by group dynamics and that individual morality corrodes without the right sort of consultation. This chapter presents team ethics as due for action, being a decisive but under-recognised part of lawyers’ practice and morality.

Lawyers today need to know how to rely on and support each other in teams. People working in teams to pursue shared objectives is a basic fact of organisational functioning.² Due to client demands, the complexity of issues and changing practice conditions, teamwork constitutes an increasing proportion of legal activity.³ This is particularly so in large law
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firms, and government and in-house departments. However, teams are also found in and cut across multiple legal entities and disciplines. Teams can be hierarchical or collaborative, and vary in their degrees of formality, stability and self-consciousness.

Most importantly for this chapter, the team is a central mediator of ethics. All of us develop morally as members of social groups, including of our workplaces, which are now the central sites for lawyers’ identities. More and more, lawyers recognise and resolve ethics issues within a team structure. Teams acquire strong or weak ethics cultures and voice climates. An ‘ethics culture’ consists of the organisation’s formal structures and informal, shared and learned stories, attitudes and behaviour relevant to ethics. Culture to the organisation is what personality is to the individual: a hidden, yet unifying theme that provides meaning, direction and mobilisation. An ‘ethics voice climate’ gets at whether speaking up about ethics issues is encouraged, or whether, at the other end, there is a ‘climate of silence’. Within a single organisation, the teams’ ethics cultures and climates can vary, and/or diverge from those of the organisation. These deviations can act as destabilising forces, though they also offer the possibility for new, positive ideas and routines to develop, for potential diffusion then throughout the organisation.

However, despite the expansion of team activity, legal practice is marked out, and typically perceived, as self-reliant and competitive. ‘Lawyers often think about their own ethical behaviour as a matter of individual, independent judgment in the specific context of their own clients in their own situation’. The disciplinary architecture fortifies these beliefs. The conduct rules, for instance, attend to certain features of a lawyer’s relationship with their colleagues, as people they may consult with on
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ethical matters, but not as team-members working together, clarifying and defending ideas with one another, and whose behaviour affects that of others.

This chapter examines the scholarship and draws on the author’s own (2014) study of UNSW law students’ ethics capacities, to chart some of what we know about the influences of the team on ethics, both general and specific to law. The aim is to convey its sweeping significance to initiate change.

Part II outlines some of the negative potential impacts of the team on ethics. Part III examines the positive. The chapter uses Rest’s model of ethical decision-making, developed between the 1980s and 1990s, to delineate these influences. Rest and his colleagues understood moral behaviour as involving at least four interlinked and necessary psychological components. The processes are:

1. *Moral sensitivity* or interpreting a situation as having ethical dimensions and imagining those affected and cause–effect chains of events.
2. *Moral judgment* or judging which action would be morally justified.
3. *Moral motivation* or giving priority to moral values over others, and taking personal responsibility for moral outcomes.
4. *Moral character* or having the courage to persist with moral action, overcoming fatigue, temptation and countervailing pressures.14

Rest’s model recognised the affective and non-linear qualities inherent in moral behaviour. Nevertheless, his theory has been extensively criticised for its rationalist foundations, including by ‘social intuitionist’ scholars who have uncovered that moral judgment, one of Rest’s components, is primarily made rapidly, emotionally and intuitively, and that any analysis is largely used to justify initial reactions.15 It is also regarded as too focused on the individual and not enough on their social and collective situations. Indeed, the primary content of this chapter comes from behavioural ethics
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research, a separate strand concerned with how people actually behave in moral contexts, and how the situation, specifically of being in a team, can nudge them towards or away from an ethical direction. Rest’s framework is used here, notwithstanding, as a helpful way of breaking up the research, which was in fact its original function. Further, with its ultimate focus on improving outwardly observable behaviour by delineating at least some of the major prerequisites for ethical behaviour, it also suggests valuable lines of action for legal education and training, and organisational and regulatory change. Certain implications of this second, intuitive approach are addressed towards the chapter’s end, which offer cautions for team-based ethics.

The conclusion is a set of recommendations for education, practice, regulation and scholarship. This proposal should be positioned within a wider reform movement that advocates for concepts of ethical conduct and accountability to be expanded to address their collective dimensions.

II. Negative Impacts of the Team on Ethics

A. Moral sensitivity

• Fragmentation: teamwork separates people from the complete task, each other, the client, and others affected by their decisions, limiting the possibility for ethical awareness.
• Self-confidence bias: teams assume their inherent morality and may, then, perceive moral questioning as unnecessary or even threatening.
• Moral exclusion: teamwork can encourage beliefs that only members, or powerful members within it, are entitled to moral considerations.
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B. Moral judgment

- **Groupthink**: cohesive groups tend to strive for consensus and make assumptions about unanimity. Their members self-censor, ignore alternatives, and dehumanise outsiders,\(^{21}\) or at least polarise their views to accord with those of the leader or majority.\(^{22}\)

- **Conformity bias**: the inclination to coordinate or comply is stronger if members have identified with the group or if they risk exclusion or shame.\(^{23}\)

- **In-group bias**: outside voices tend to be restrained since they represent interruptions to valued relationships within the team.\(^{24}\) As a pertinent, though less obvious example, the legal academic-teacher is, to some extent, an outside voice in their students’ analyses of legal ethical issues. The students have already begun to forge relationships, real and imagined, with the legal profession. A student in my research told me: ‘I want to hear from law firms and lawyers that being ethical is in their best interests, not just from academics’.

C. Moral motivation

- **Diffusion of obligation**: team members can believe that responsibility for ethical issues lies with someone else.\(^{25}\)

- **Myth of invisibility**: a team can give individuals a sense of protection from outside scrutiny.\(^{26}\)

- **In general, group work encourages learned passivity.**\(^{27}\)
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D. Moral action

An individual in a group may decide not to speak up or otherwise persist in unethical behaviour if the costs outweigh the benefits. These assessments can be inaccurate both ways; that moral action would or would not be worthwhile. There are three risk factors:

1. Safety

Raising an ethics issue can upset relationships within the group, and risks, or is seen to risk, labelling, exclusion and retaliation. To make this assessment, team members use social information about culture and climate, primarily the leader’s informal conduct, including any undermining behaviours, as well as the leader’s routine attitudes towards uncertainty and mistakes. A climate of silence is related to a punitive culture, or a workplace in which it is not safe for employees to raise and learn from their mistakes.

2. Likely impact

Individuals assess their likely ability to initiate change in relation to their level of autonomy in their job. They also evaluate whether past wrongdoers were disciplined and systemic problems corrected, or whether raising the issue was, or seemed, futile. A student reported: ‘I would need evidence that something was done about complaints to bother reporting anything’.
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3. Harm to other interests

The benefits of collaboration appear to accrue at the collective. This appears wasteful within a ‘stars culture’ in which the individual’s expertise and client relationships generate status. Further, the team itself can act as the centre of patronage networks needed for advancement as well as a mechanism of evaluation. Research into government professionals shows a negative relationship between performance monitoring and ‘improvement-centred employee voice’, or the propensity to make suggestions to improve the organisation, including its ethical culture. One student said: ‘To be ethical, I’d need to see support for the person voicing the concern, proof that you won’t be condemned or bullied or overlooked for promotion’.

The strain of group dynamics has an upsetting, diminishing influence on each of these components. Teamwork can deplete time and cognitive resources as energy is diverted to impression management, and the logistics of organising and integrating expertise. Lawyers tend to be more self-protective, less interpersonally sensitive and less steady in the face of pressure than the general population. Teamwork can create extra feelings of exposure and incompetence. Shame tends to lead to turning inward and away from others, and fear of exclusion can result in contempt towards the team. Though not a typical response, one student reported that teamwork in my course was ‘bad for wellbeing and reminded me of high school’. Nonetheless, there is potential for team-based ethics to be highly beneficial and productive.
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III. Positive Impacts of the Team on Ethics

A. and B. Moral sensitivity and moral judgment

A team has the potential to enhance ethical sensitivity and judgment by increasing the chance that someone will detect the ethics issue in the first place, and then by offering the opportunity to examine a wider survey of beliefs about the problem and the objectives for addressing it. Further, a team presents the possibility for an analytical process in which stereotyping about stakeholders is reduced and the range of harms likely to be considered is extended.47

C. Moral motivation

A team identity grounded in ethics is a powerful, intrinsic motivator if it is meaningful for members48 within their specific context. A team with a salient ethical identity is more likely to foster a collective confidence in which ethical issues are regarded as opportunities not threats.49 Indeed, members come to regard unethical conduct as a form of harm to their team, which must be managed and prevented.50

D. Moral action

Ethics leadership is arguably the most determinative of whether or not a member or members of a team are likely to seek to resolve an ethics issue, at all or at least by seeking advice from within the team. An ethical leader is an ethical role model who treats people fairly and actively gives the team the context to prepare for and engage in critical, ethical thinking, including by having a discussion without the leader's presence if that is likely to improve ethical dialogue.51 Ethical leaders recognise their colleagues' uniqueness, ask extra questions to encourage deeper conversation, follow up on ethical decisions,52 and adopt a change-
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oriented style.\textsuperscript{53} The types of conversations they guide advance ethics-as-deliberation and ethics-as-possibility.\textsuperscript{54} The phenomenon becomes, then, ‘teamthink’, not groupthink.\textsuperscript{55}

The relevant leader here is someone with whom the team regularly interacts. In more collaborative, ad hoc groups, with potentially shifting memberships, these issues are more challenging since much of the value of teams of which we know rests on time and trust.

\textbf{IV. A Couple of Cautions}

\textbf{A. The deliberative ethics problem}

A rational, reflective approach would seem to be vital in reducing the harmful psychological drives induced by the team and the non-conscious emotions that can bedevil our responses to ethics issues when left on our own. However, putting aside here an important debate about the ultimate power of emotion and intuition over reason, in certain circumstances, automatic responses are more ethically appropriate.\textsuperscript{56} Deliberation can disrupt these responses by strengthening attachments to rule-guided criteria and/or by increasing the chances of non-moral factors being considered.\textsuperscript{57}

\textbf{B. The team ethics problem}

The necessity for outsider input to the team to help reduce the risks of ethical parochialism and fading has already been implied in the discussion so far. In addition to this external contribution, individual team members must retain the ‘identity space’\textsuperscript{58} for their own, independent reflection. Where needed, lawyers must be able to make disclosures about or otherwise exercise dissent against the team and the client, separate from team processes.
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V. Implications

A. Legal education and training

National university regulations and the ‘Threshold Learning Outcomes’ for law now stipulate that law students acquire and be able to demonstrate skills in collaboration.\(^59\) Meanwhile, a growing body of research is establishing the positive links between teamwork, and achievement, critical thinking, problem-solving ability, creativity and wellbeing.\(^60\) Nonetheless, teamwork remains a fringe part of the law degree, and there is, unfortunately, scant pedagogical material to use to teach teamwork and its relationship to lawyers’ ethics.

Until this material is developed, at the very least, educators need to make law students and lawyers aware of the ways in which teams impact ethical decision-making and behaviour. More helpful also would be to inculcate in students skills to deliver and receive ethics information within a team.\(^61\) In light of the cautions above, the emphases here should be on dialogue, possibility and action.\(^62\)

B. Legal practice

Managers and other professional leaders should support the educational suggestions above. Moreover, they need to recognise, develop and reward ethical lawyers at each level and across each team-type. Research shows that those in a team with higher moral reasoning are not more likely than others to emerge as leaders. Firms need to consider actively identifying these individuals for leadership programs.\(^63\)

They also need to contemplate how ethical behaviour is to be reinforced within and across teams. Valuable starting questions might be: ‘What sorts of conversations do we need to engage in to help bring our core
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ethical concerns [and obligations] and those of others into the open?64 Are these conversations likely to happen in light of the rest of our firm culture and climate? These may need to be considered for intra-firm, inter-disciplinary, cross-jurisdictional and global teams as well.65

C. Professional regulation

Team-based ethics should be a part of the profession’s Continuing Professional Development (and assessment?). More contestable is the tacit case for team-based regulation and discipline.

D. Legal scholarship

Writers have called for more research on the team as an ethical decision-making unit and on team-level ethical phenomena.66 Some lines of inquiry that would be fruitful are:

- Types of ethical cultures and climates within hierarchical and collaborative teams, and within and across legal practices.
- What kinds of ethical discussion currently take place and among whom?67
- What types of ethics issues are addressed and which are off-limits?68 Are discussions in terms of rules or do they include values behind rules?69 Whose behaviour or objectives are (allowed to be) questioned?
- When might unethical conduct of a team require team discipline?
- Is the client part of the team? Is it possible to say, in certain situations, that the client is the leader of the team? What does this mean for lawyers’ ethics?
- Finally, does teamwork in law firms improve, or have potential to improve, ethical outcomes?
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